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This is a revised and updated edition of one of the bestselling paint handbooks in the industry. It

includes current information on HVLP paint guns and equipment and waterborne paint technology. It

also has sections on hammer and dolly, paintless dent removal, patching panels, spray guns and

compressors, paint prep, shooting paint, color sanding, plastic bumper repair, and custom paint tips

and tricks.
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Jim Richardson is the tech editor for Classic Auto Restorer and the author of HPBooks' Classic Car

Restorer's Handbook.

This book is loaded with good information on restoring an old car. It has some information on

repairing collision damage,but the focus is really on doing great paint jobs on older cars including

replacing rusted body panels. Rust proofing,materials, techniques are all covered. This book also

suggests where you can buy something and what to buy - useful information.There is a chapter on

fiberglass (Corvette) bodies also. I would certainly give it 5 stars if it were not for the old black

andwhite photos used. In the photos it is difficult to see what is going on.I think someone with limited

experience painting cars would greatly benefit, although I am not sure I would recommend itto

someone who knows nothing about auto body repair and painting.



I found the information in this book to be lacking in sufficient detail for a novice. It is written from a

point of view as if the reader should already know the details of the subject matter. Black and white

photographs throughout. A much better book is "How to Paint Your Car: Revised and Updated" from

Motorbooks Workshop.

good book about new paints and proper prep and finishing.

I like doing car repair but am a total novice at body work. I was looking for a book that covers all the

basics with clear instructions for newbies like myself. although I have not started any of my planned

projects yet, This looks like it will be the perfect resource to guide me through the process. Very

complete on materials, sources, techniques, potential problems and more.

This book was amazingly helpful. I'm a student for auto body and this let me get ahead in my class

and I also painted my car and my uncles truck with this book. I recommend this book to hobbyists

and to anybody that just wants to paint a car. It could be a bit more detailed, but overall it shows you

everything.

My husband had been away from body repair for a few years and found this very informative. New

materials, new methods.

Book has been very helpful to my husband who is trying to restore a 76 El Camino.

I was looking for a book on body finishing. This was a good book on overall body work, but not

much on painting. I was looking for more specifics on auto painting.
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